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Semester system proposed
by Staci A. West
Staff reporter

James Pappas, dean of academic services, recently submitted a proposal to convert
Central to an early semester
system.
In a memo to the Dean's
Council, Pappas said, "Tnis
would be beneficial, education al and appropriate for
strategic planning."
"It would force a total ex- groupings could require larger
amination of our curriculum," classrooms." But larger class
Central President Ivory V.
sizes would contradict
· Nelson said.Nelson had asked
Central's mission statement
Pappas to submit the proposal.
draft. It reads that Central's
The early semester system
environment is "marked by
is the most commonly used
small classes."
system in the nation. It is used
And yet the early semester
by more than 60 percent of system requires only two
higher education institutions,
cycles of registration, advisaccording to the proposal. But ing and grading, compared to
ofWashington's public univerthree times in the present
sities, only Washington State 'system. That decreases operUniversity uses this system.
ating costs for Central. But
In the early semester sys.,
according to the proposal,
tern, fall courses begin in late
there will be a one-time conAugust and end in mid-Deversion cost.
cember. Spring semester beSummer employment for
gins in mid-January and ends
students may also be affected
in mid-May. Holidays, such by the change. Many summer
as Labor Day, are taken with jobs extend through Labor Day
Thanksgiving, winter or spring weekend and work against the
breaks.
·
idea of the early semester, a
The proposal examined how point stated in the proposal.
a calendar conversion would
But the early release may alaffect faculty, students and the
low students to secure sumcommunity.
mer employment more easily.
"The process of changing from
Pappas said in the proposal
a quarter to a semester calen- that course loads, in-depth
dar would possibly place facstudy and similar factors are
ulty under great stress," the
probably more favorable with
proposal read. But the change
the semester system.
may motivate faculty to imCourse loads would require
prove the "quality of the workstudents to attend classes
ing environment."
. fewer days out of the week.
Pappas said in the proposal
Nelson said the system would
that "coalescing three modules give students "time to develop
and sets of students into two better papers." But students

. would take more classes each
semester than they do on 'the
quarter system.
The Ellensburg community,
schools and businesses would
also be affected by a calendar
conversion.
"The academic calendar affects when businesses mus~
open, cash flow ... and the inventory that theymustcarry,"
the proposal stated.
The Ellensburg Rodeo is an
example. Auxiliary and
housing services currently
provide accommodations in
residence halls for hundreds
of rodeo participants. On a
semester system, students
would be housed in the halls
during the rodeo.
Some students expressed
concern. Ryan Golze, a sophomore in business administration, said he opposes the idea
of semesters.
"I agree with the revamping
(ofclasses)," Golze said. "I just
wish there was another way,
but still keep the quarter systern."
Shawn Christie, the Associated Students Board of Directors vice president for organizational affairs, presented his
views to the Strategic Planning Committee Jan. 29.
"My main concern is that it
doesn't go off to a faculty
realm," Christie said. "There
are many students who want
to be heard."
The Strategic Planning
Committee will not debate this
topic until groups such as the
President's Advisory Council
and Faculty Senate make
recommendations.
Nelson said ifthe decision to
convert to semesters is approved, "We probably couldn't
do it until '95."

Ed program lacks faculty

by Joe Butler
Staff reporter

Members of Central's education department, the Student Council for Exceptional
Children and the School of
Professional Studies had an
open discussion Jan. 26 in the
Grupe Center to address a
perceived lack of faculty and
excess of students on campus.
· The goal of the discussion,
which was facilitated by SCEC
President Cyndy Caldwell-

Green, wastofindoutwhether
Murphy also said Central is
a problem exists and if any- concerned about legislative
thing could be done about it.
funding and would rather hold
Initially, those in SCEC said backonfillingfacultypositions
they felt if there was a prob- now, instead of hiring and
lem, the best solution would be having to cut later.
to draft a petition, collect sig- . This year, Murphy said, 80
natures and send it to Olym- students more than last year
pia.
entered the education departBut after listening to the ad- ment. Seven faculty positions
vice of Linda Murphy, dean of ·- arealsoopen.Centralhasperprofessional studies, and mission to fill only three.
Jimmie Applegate, education,
As a temporary solution, the
they are now urging those who department will restrict most
are concerned to individua)ly upper-division classes to eduwrite or call legislators.
cation majors, and will try to
Fall and winter quarters condense overlapping classes
have been terrible for the de- into single courses.
partment, Murphy said. She
A recent study by the School
saw problems in registration, of Professional Studies showed
high numbers of students en- 68percentofthosetakingedutering the education program, cation classes have not been
and a large number of non- admitted to the department.
ed~cation majors competing
with majors for small classes. See FACULTY I Page 3

Tracie Brantley I The Observer

Central sophomore DeAnna L. Brldenback, who majors In
flight technology, was crowned 1993 rodeo queen Jan. 30
at Tunstall Commons dining hall. She Is looking forward t
a busy schedule of giving speeches and horseback riding.

ENG 301 may be cut
tee and the General Education
Committee.
Judith · Kleck has been appointed
coordinator of an ad
Faculty senate members dishoc
committee
to develop
cussed a motion to eliminate
Speaking
and
Writing
across
ENG 301 from basic education
the
Curriculum
(SWAC).
requirements at their meeting
Faculty senate chair Barney
Jan. 13. This motion had
Erickson
said the Senate Exreached the senate floor in May
ecutive
Committee
will con1992, but the faculty senate's
response had been to table it. sider the recommendations of
The proposal had been re- the Academic Affairs Committurned to the Academic Affairs tee.
Kris Henry, one of two stuCommittee with the direction
dent
representatives at the
to work with the English defaculty
senate meeting, said
partment to review implica-.
Monday
the plan is to possibly
tions, discuss options and come
up with a timeline for imple- integrate ENG 101, 102 and
105 and also some aspects of
mentation.
ENG
301. Just eliminating
The Academic Affairs ComENG
301
"wasn't very valid
mittee recommended the foland didn't benefit students,"
lowing to the senate:
That there be no change in the · he said.
Senator Patsy Callaghan,
basic English requirement at
English,
who is the General
this time. That even though
students' writing proficiency Education Committee coordineeds to be strengthened, nator, said Don Cummings
eliminating ENG 301 will not, originally suggested the Enin itself, contribute to that glish department come up with
objective. However, ifa broader such a proposal "for fiscal
plan is developed in the future, reasons." Contending that
elimination of ENG 301 might students do need to improve
their writing skills, she said,
be part of that plan.
That the English department "it's not necessary that all that
send the results of its study of writing be done in English
the basic English requirement, courses."
_and proposals for change, to
the Academic Affairs Commit- See ENGLISH I Page 3
by Ellen Pope
News editor
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Serious campus crime down, assaults up in 1992
Crime statistics for 1992
show that serious crimes are
down at Central, while the
overall workload for campus
police is up.
Serious crimes include
rape, robbery, assault, burglary and theft. Although
Thefts went down in 1992.
some of these crimes went However, the monetary value
down, assault rose.
of stolen goods increased. In
"It is a concern," campus 1991, property lost to theft was
police chief Steve Rittereiser $84, 193, with 294 incidents
said. "It shows that there may reported. In '92, with 241 incibe more tension and violent dents, the total in stolen goods
tendencies on campus."
reached $101,388. Rittereiser
Assaults on campus rose said the reason for the monby eight incidents between '92 etary difference could be that
and '93. Rittereiser said the more bikes were stolen in 1992.
numbers aren't that great, but
Rittereiser said he thinks
it is something the university students have become more
should keep in mind.
responsible in securing their
"We have to ask ourselves, property, thus reducing the
are we, as an institution, do- number of thefts. But bicycles
ing the best job we can to re- are another story.
duce stressful environments,"
Campus police offer a bike
Rittereiser said.
. registration program. Stu-

CAMPUS COPS
by Dan White

dents are encouraged to register their bikes with the university. Rittereiser said it
helps both students and police.
Another statistic that concerns campus police is the number of rapes reported in 1992.
"You are not going to convince me that< there were no
rapes last year," Rit~reiser
said. "They just weren't reported.~ He said he plans to
invoke strategies to encourage
victims of these crimes to report them through educational
programs as well as continuingto build a relationship with
STEPs, a campus rape preven-

tion training group.
The actual work load for
campus police increased last
year. Among the increased
activities were agency assists, building securities and
unlocking doors.
Traffic violations also increased, and Rittereiser said
there is a step- up in the traffic patrol.
"This is a high-density
population, with a lot of foot

traffic and vehicle traffic,"
Rittereiser said. "Tthere is a
potentially hazardous situation there, and we want to
keep things under control."
Nationally, crimes on campuses have gone up in the last
five years, but stayed well below the national average.
Central's crime reports show
crime rates have been steady,
and have even decreased from
last year's total.

Central ·Crime Starisric;:r

#of incidents

re.ported

'92

'92 '91
Assault

'91

naffic Violations

'lbeft

Fina} provost candidate impressed with Central students
by Vanessa Watson
Staff reporter
The intensive round of interviews and on-campus visits in
the search for a provost and
vice president of academic affairs ended last week.

The final candidate, Thomas
D. Moore, education professor
and former provost at Kent
State University, Kent, Ohio,
visited Central Jan. 25 and
26.
After a breakfast with student leaders, he said he was

impressed and regarded Central students as a strength.
"Their knowledge and ability to articulate their concerns
about what is going on at the
institution is commendable,"
Moore said. "The students
have a clear idea of what they

'Ezyress
your Cove in
'Tlie 06server!
'l).9JL'£,9{'I19{'ES '1J.9l:Y
C£.9lSS I!FJ'£,'1JS
(jet one for your sweettUart.
Call 963-1026.1-15 words
costs $2.25. Each additional
word is 20¢. All classiffed
advertising must be paid in
advance by cash or check.

Planned
Parenthood
fP-J
HEALTH CARE FOR
MEN AND WOMEN
Birth Control
Infection Checks
Pregnancy Tests
Annual Exa111s
Pap S111ears
Male Exa111s
Morning After Pill
Norplan~

Depo Provera
Inforillation
_/I-, .

your income
Medical coupons
and insurance
reimbursement
- accepted

.. 312 North Pine • Ellensburg• 925-7113

see as the main problems on
campus."
Moore said it was always
hard to comment on the academic environment of a university after just one day on
campus.
He identified three major
challenges facing a newly appointed provost at Central.
"The provost would work
with the president to bring
about a shared vision for the
institution," he said.
"There also need to be stronger, better developed opportunities for development of faculty strengths and qualifications.
"The final challenge here is
to look at different ways of
organizing and strengthening
academic programs.
"The general education area
needs to be looked at and the
possibility of introducing new
programs investigated."
An assessment and review of
programs would find out what
students are learning or not
.learning, he said.
He said he believes in close
and open relationships with
students, especially regarding

the revision of the general
education program.
The provost search committee and Central community
met Jan. 27 to discuss final
views on the candidates.
The committee made its final recommendations to
President Nelson after another meeti;g the last week
of January. It reviewed the
evaluations made by faculty,
staff, students, and the Ellensburg community during
the visits of the candidates.

. . The Observer

1•1
Workshops on job search,
resume writing and
interviewing for education candidates:

Feb. 16
Job search, 4-5 p.m., Black
102.
Feb. 17
Resume writing, 4-5 p.m.,
Black 102.
Feb. 18
Interviewing, 4-5 p.m., Black
102.

Campus interviews:
Feb. 10
IMCO - Construction management majors. Corne to
CP&PC office.
Feb. 16
K-MART - Management
trainees. All majors. Seattle,
Alaska, western U.S.
Feb. 19
PUBLIC SCHOOL PERSONNEL COOP - Elem./
Sec./Ed. specialists. Represent 10 school districts in
Olympia area. Group meeting at 8:30 a.m., SUB 104.
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Education departlllent

app~aises

faculty shortage

From FACULTY/ Page 1
M urphy believes some students may not be certain
about pursuing a career in
education and are taking
exploratory chis·s es without
committing to any major.
Next quarter, the department will reserve entire
classes through REGI, and
requir~ students to sign up
in Black Hall. The professors
will then prioritize who will
be admitted.
"This won't solve things
forever, but it's -a start,"
Murphy said. .
Education majors are
presently not encouraged to
use REGI , but rather are
asked to stand in line to be
signed in on a waiting list.
In some cases, Murphy said,

Kevin Lepow I The Observer

Central students and administrators exchanged views on
shortages of education faculty Jan. 26 at the Grupe Center.

non-majors can sign up for
education classes through
REGI and take spaces that are
supposed to be reserved for
majors.
When this happens, either
the majors are told there is no
room left in the class, or class
numbers are increased.

Caldwell-Green said sometimes classes which usually
have 30 students swell to 80 or
90.
Veronica Howser, vice president of SCEC, said she thinks
the bigger a class is, the more
it will be lecture style, and
there will be less participation

and interaction.
Howser said that allowing a
large class solely for the purpose of hiring fewer faculty
goes directly against Central' s
mission statement, which
states that Central "is marked
by small classes.."
A student who transferred
to Central because of its
smaller class size said he may
have to go elsewhere because
he needs five classes to complete his degree, but could only
enter one this quarter. He
also said the costs of taking a
few classes at a time add up.
"We see a need here, and we
need a better understanding
of why this is happening,"
Caldwell-Green said. "We
don't want to blame anyone,
and we know everyone is suffering."

Faculty senate review-s basic English requireinents
From ENGLISH I Page 1
She also said most basic
English courses are taught
by "part-time adjuncts with
term-to-term contracts," and
the funding is also decided
term by term. She said some
adjuncts find better jobs and
don't return, since they are
not tied by a multiple-term
contract.
Don Cummings, dean of the

:rdarch 1
.
ALL-PHASE ELECTRIC
SUPPLY COMPANY Management trainees.
· Majors: industrial distribution, industrial electronic
technology, business management, marketing. Min.
2.75 GPA ~equired. Must be
willing to relocate.

College of Letters, Arts and
Sciences, said, "It's the nature
of the beast that if you are
talking about cuts in any institution, you would be looking at things that can be cut."
He said the great bulk of money
is tied up in guaranteed salaries for tenured positions. Since
most basic English courses are
taught by non-tenure-track instructors, these offer options if
cuts have to be made.

Cummings said he originally
suggested eliminating ENG
301 "as an option at budget
hearings with the president"
and that students would be
better off learning writing
styles associated with their

major. "By the time students
are juniors or seniors, they
pretty much have decided on
a major," he said. "I would
hope that what will emerge
will be more specialized writing courses in their majors."

Summer Jobs on Orcas lsla~d
Representatives will
be on campus on
February 16, 1993
from 9-5, in the SUB
YMCA Camp Orkila is now hiring for all summmer
positions. Cowiselors, teen trip leaders, lifeguard,
program 'and support staff. Interview on campus or call
for an application.

-

Call (206) 382-5009 for more information. E.0.E.

MEALS

Feb. 12
EASTER SEALS - 9 a.m.-5
p.m., SUB 107.

HIDDEN VALLEY RANCH
- 8 a.m.-5 p.m., SUB 105.
WAR:rd BEACH CAMPS
(Christian camps) - Different
positions. SUB, main walk
area tables.
YMCA "CAMP DUDLEY" Yakima area. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.,
SUB 103.

Feb. 16
CAMP ORKILA-9 a.m.: 5
p.m., SUB, main walk area.

If you

need help planning food
for your wedding, Cinda's A Catering
Company is the place to call. Cinda can
help you plan a dream wedding
within your budget.
Call today for a free
consultation.

925-4686
Call for Information and tickets for Yakima Bridal Show,
Sunday, February 7th.

Feb. 19
CRATER LAKE LODGE - 9
a.m.- 2 p.m., SUB 105.
Feb.24
TW RECREATION,
YELLOWSTONE - 9 a.m.- 2
p.m., SUB 107.
Pick up applications and
sign up for interviews in the
student employment office.
Call 963-3008 for more
information.

i-

Feb. 10
ENG 101 and ENG 301
3-5 p.m.
Register at the English
department, LL 423.

• 1/6

lb. pre-cooked weight.

Sale ends Feb. 21

10th & Alder
and
West Interchange

Now you can get a super deal on a value meal. Its our single burger Super
Value Meal'.M You get a super burger: bigger than McDonald's, Burger
King's or Hardee's regular burgers, plus hot, crisp fries, and a refreshing
16 oz. soft drink, all at a super value price. Try the s i n g l .
burger Super Value Meal"" or other value priced meals.
I .
at participating Dairy Queen®Brazier® stores.
I
· · ®

- We Treat You Right® · brazie'®
Dairy Queen· stores are proud sponsors of the Children 's Miracle Nelwork
Telethon , which benefits local hospitals tor children.
© AM CJ 0 Corp / 1992

TM Trademark AM 0 .0 Corp.

® Reg US Pal Off .. AM D 0 Corp.
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Student trustee
bills unnecessary
efore you eagerly call up the legislative hotline and tell
them you support House Bill 1005 and Senate Bill 5269,
look at the broad picture of what putting a student on
the Board of Trustees would involve.
Yes, if passed, these bills would put a student on the BOT
to serve a two-year term, but what really needs to be considered are the actual responsibilities this individual would
have once in office.
By being a member of the board, the student could raise
student issues to the board.
But it is not as if students do not have a voice.
Kristen Wetzel.as president of the student board of directors,
not only has a time allotted at BOT meetings but is encouraged by the board to give a student perspective on all subjects.
If approved, the student trustee would have a much greater
responsibility than being the voice of the students.
This individual would be responsible for overseeing every
administrative office at Central. This is no small responsibility.
It involves the hiring .of key positions in the university,
including the president, the president's assistants, faculty
and staff.
·
If these bills pass, a student would be given voting power,
along with the seven other board members. But how much
power can one vote carry compared to seven?
It is not impossible for a student to receive a position on the
board without the bill passing. In 1975, Catherine Hunter, a
27-year-old Central student with a major in sociology, served
as a board member for two years.
.
She was appointed to the usual six-year term in '75 by Gov.
Dan Evans but later resigned.
In articles from the Seattle Times, Hunter said she can
understand why the trustees serve six-year terms because
there is so much information to research and comprehend.
Putting a student on the board will only hurt the trustee
system.
A full-time student with a course load of 15 credits, (which
the bill requires), would not have the time or energy to
properly fill this position.
Also, since the student would serve for just two years, the
individual must be of junior status or lower- certainly not
enough time to get a clear understanding of the workings of
a university.
The proposed bill states the student appointee will be selected by the governor from a list of three names submitted by
the BOD.
How could we trust that a qualified person would even apply
for this job when students ran unopposed for positions on the
student board of directors last spring?

B
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Ex-Greek
finds refuge
at Central
To the Editor:

take a charity project under
their arm once a year, but is
this to redeem themselves from
the other bad publicities
spouted out against them?
I transferred to Central for
the sole purpose of escaping
the falseness of the Greek system. This was probably the
smartest thing I ever did. I
have created my own family
unity among my non-Greek
friends. Ifit takes a building or
. Greek letter over your door for
you to feel wanted then maybe
you should reconsider your
choice of schools.
For myself, who lived the life
of a Greek and a non-Greek I
can say now that the only Greek
letters I want to see at Central
are those of clubs or those used
in a calculus test.

Welcome, new pledge, to your
fraternity/sorority. You have
just become a member of our
family- a family filled with
friendship that will last a lifetime. There are just a few
rules that we must impose on
you.
Rule #1. Members are allowed to talk to anyone they
·choose although we will let it
be known (quietly) that Greeks
'a re to communicate with
(}reeks (this promotes equal
status relationships).
Rule #2. If for any reason Misty Hilderman
someone in the house has a
crisis, spread the news. Secrecy and privacy are punishable sins.
Rule #3. Be loyal to your
house, even ifit means lying to
family and friends.
Rule #4. If by chance you To th_e Editor
have a problem and need supI am troubled by the actions
port, don't call us, we'll call
of
a handful of Central fans
you.
Faced the reality yet? Al- here on campus, at the Jan. 17
though Greeks of the past were men's basketball game against
known for family unity, this no · Western.
I recognize that in a free socilonger exists. The realities of
Greek systems are rarely ety all citizens- including
brought to light. Granted, they basketball fans- have the

right of free expr~ssion. That
right, however, does not extend to interfering physically
with players on the court.
I believe strongly that as
Wildcat fans, we have a responsibility to show our enthusiastic support for our team
in a manner that also extends
courtesy and respect to our
opponents.
I support the university-wide
plan to encourage all of us to
enlarge our ideas about what
sportsmanship, team loyalty
and hospitality are all about.
I invite all members of the
local community to. join me in
cheeringforthe Wildcat teams.
Let's show everyone we play
that Wildcat Pride means more
than just winning.
Ivory V. Nelson
CWU President

Actions
trouble
president

Homosexuals put national defense at risk
by Oan White

The recent controversy of
lifting the ban on homosexuals in the military has flooded
the media and the realm of
political discussion. The real
conflict has been clouded by
liberals and gay rights activists, who jump at a chance
to claim discrimination and
call for a change for the right
reasons.
The change they call for is
not necessarily for the right
reasons, however, but for the
politically correct reasons, a
social burdenthat has swept
America.

The real problem shouldn't
be about discrimination and
equal rights for gays.
There is no question homosexuals are just as capable as
any other human to do the
jobs that the military requires.
There.have been gays in the
military for many years, but
their sexual orientation has
always remained a secret, or
they have risked being discharged from the service.
No one is questioning their
patriotism, or their reasons
for joining the service.
The one question that should
be asked by eveeyone, including President Bill Clinton, is
what is best for the United

States Armed ·services, and
the national defense of this
country.
If allowing gays in the military will improve the armed
forces, then there is no question the ban should be lifted.
But by allowing homosexuals
into the military, it will only
create more problems than it
will solve.
It will threaten to deplete
the very grounds of a successful military unit. Morale, discipline, integrity, and esprit de
corps. No one is saying that
homosexuals don't have these
attributes-they.do. But when
they are openly acknowledged
in a unit, it will create animos-

ity between enough members
to break down the units capability to function successfully;
a position that no military
should put itself into.
What is best for the military
and the national defense
should be the concern here.
The military is not a machine
for the tool of bleeding heart
liberals. It cannot be compromised to ensure that some
of the individuals will be
better off. It must be looked
at from afar. The military
must remain focused and
prepared.
The military should be removed from politic~l issues,
and social testing ~unds.

It cannot be jeopardized to
satisfy a few.
The sole purpose of the military is to destroy the enemy,
and defend this nation. It is
not to appease a minority-it
can't be- or it will suffer.
It might not be right, but it is
what is best for the United
States Military, the most successful organization in the
history of the United States.
That is the only concern here,
it's the only concern that matters.

0

Dan White is a Lance
Corporal in tM U.S. Marine
Corps Reserve.
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Eight days a week
Thursday
Feb.4
Friday
Feb.5
Saturday
Feb~6

•Luncheon-lecture series, "Chimpanzee Conversations,"Noon at Donaghadees.
$4.95(reservations)

• Swimming, Washington State Open
through Sunday.

•Basketball: women at Western, 7:30 p.m.
•Basketball: JV women vs. Northwest
College, 6 p.m.

•Basketball: men at Sheldon Jackson,
9:30 p.m.

•Basketball: JV men vs. Yakima Valley,
6p.m.

•Wrestling at Highline Invatational (JV)

•Catholic Campus Ministry Sunday Mass,
7 p.m., Grupe Center.

•The Socratic Club, 3 p.m., Four Winds
Bookstore, Fourth and Pine.

•Alcoholics Anonymous; Noon, SUB 213.
•Essay assessment test, Bouillon 108,
3-4p.m.

•Alpha Kappa Psi, 7 p.m. SUB 104

•Basketball: women vs. Lewis-Clark State,
5p.m.

•Basketball: men vs. Simon Fraser, 7 p.m.
•Job Search: Getting Started, 3 p.m.,
Farrell Hall 105.

•Classic Film Series: "Tatie Danielle"
7 p.m., McConneil Auditorium, $2.50 single
· admission.
•Country Western Dancing, SUB ballroom,
7:30 p.m.

Sunday
Feb.7
Monday
Feb.8

•Cheerleading Tryouts, Nicholsen Pavilion
upper gym, 3p.m.

Tuesday
Feb.9

• Politcal Science Association, Psychology
building 4 70, 3 p.m.
• CPrs Intermediate assessment, Hebeler
203, 3-5 n.m.
• Open Gym at Nicholson Pavilion,
5 p.m.-12a.m.

•Interviewing, 3 p.m., Fmell Hall 105
•Basketball: Men at Seattle, 7 p.m.
_•Basketball: Women vs. St. Martin's, 7 p.m.

[Wednesday •Wrestling at Pacific Lutheran, 7:30 p.m.
...
Feb.IO
•Luncheon-lecture series "Archeology of the
Thursday
Kittitas Region." Noon at Donaghadees.
Feb.11
$4.95 (reservations).

Letters

To the Editor:
I have worked on CWU's
Campus for almost seven
years. I have several disturbing and disgusting issues I
would like to bring to people's
attention.
One item is, that walking
around campus is a trial because you are trying to avoid
someone's spit on the sidewalk. Is this a macho thing?
If the person who does this
thinks so, let me say that you
have a limited way of thinking.
Not only is this

unsanitary, it is unsightly and
having to look where you are
stepping is pretty sad on a
beautiful campus such as this.
It's also embarrassing to us
when visitors come on campus.
Also, it seems some people
think it's "cool" to spit tobacco
or other substances into the
drinking fountains.
This is totally repulsive and
unnecessary and unsanitary!
Think ofthe others who would
like to use those fountains plus
the custodians who have to
clean them.

. ~~1>~
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A Full Service Salon
Gift Certificates Availnble

VALENTINE SPECIALS! .
New Tanning Bed
6 tans for $15.00
'- Manicure $10.95
. .,. . . . . ,....~ Facial $24.95

~

~~Saturday
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HUNGRY .

Doors open at 8 p.m.

POETS;
....
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~

01/~ll·

Double Shot Weekend

~~ Starts at 3 p.m. Friday~
Win 2 CD's when you hear a single Shot

' •
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A dozen edible blooms for
your sweetheart!

Hearts and flowers. The perfect
combination, orchestrated
beautifully in a romantic red vase.
We can send one anywhere.

'·

II"
~~
925-31~~ •,_ l~~ ~es\~th . _ , J~~
;'.9!~S>=;.~~o~,-..~=
~.~l_~~:
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(chocolate chip cookies arranged in a rose box)

.
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Tax Returns
Start at $47

YOUNG

~
TheArcade J ~~
310 North Main ~---="'~ ...A

Fourteen Central Studnts
will be selected to ,
participate in a series of
activites designed to
provide support and
motivation. low income,
first generation college
students or minority group
members are encouraged
to apply for the McNair
Scholars Program.
Call 963-2793
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with flowers. .

. ·":9::".S. .

February 6
$4 at the door
~· Hosted by

~ ~~·~
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Presents
~......
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Pam West
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•-~~'

.
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KCAT

If this is a absolute necessity for you why not try to
control it and have consideration for others?
I'm not trying to be Ms. Conservative on this, I am just
asking for consideration.
As I am certainly not the
person here who believes
these issues need to be addressed, I hope this article
reaches the right person(s)
and they get the message.
Please try to think of others for a change.

. S~it .
~~r ·Reme"!ber your valentine,~$ with 7zeart.
:f

....

•"Master Harold and the Boys" a South
African drama,Tower Theatre, 8 p.m. $6.
• CPrs Intermedaite assessment, He~eler
203, 3-5 n.m.
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~- ·~·
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Could this be another "macho" thing? Maybe in high
school, but all of us here are
past that stage. Aren't we?
Finally, the language of the
American population seems to
be continually on the down
hill side.
Profanity runs rampant.
Once again, an issue that may
fall under "cool" or "macho,"
is actually offensive and sickening to the people who happen to be within ear shot of
those who seem to think that
four letter words are a natural part of conversation.
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~Public Lecture: Jane Wright presents
"HIV/AIDS: Myths and Realities," SUB
Yakima Room., Noon.

(j
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~~c..-

•Resume writing, 3 p.m., Farrell 105.
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and Include Free

Electronic Filing for
James Jongeward

Immediate Refunds

31elefloni
OPEN Sunday Feb. 14
· FREE delivery in city

Jongeward & Associates, P.S.
Ellensburg
925-6931

Certified Public Accountants

Cle Elum
. 674-5995

320East4th
925-6995
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SCENE
Japanese consul-general Lights! Camera!
visits Central community
It's Dan Nelson!
campiest song we have. It's the
ultimate 'lounge lizard' song,"
Staff reporter
said Nelson.
Persuading people to come to
Every Thursday night Cen~ the microphone and sing is
tral drama student Dan Nelson something Nelson admits can
stands before an apprehensive be difficult. Sometimes he tries
audience, and without a script to get groups to come on stage
or guidelines, encourages them because they are often repeat
to participate in front of their performers.
fellow bar patrons.
"Once people get confidence,
Nelson, 21, a theater arts they want to keep trying,"
major, works for the Lucky Nelson said.
Seven Mobile Disc Jockey SerAnother trick to a karaoke
vice, which hosts Karaoke show is alternating songs and
Night at The Horseshoe Tav- moods. When the audience has
ern in downtown Ellensburg. heard a couple of ballads,
Nelson says he· enjoys his job Nelson feels a few rock-n-roll
while at the
songs are in
same t'ime
order.
Of
hegains
course, the
practical exaudience has
perience for
the final decihis acting casion on what
reer.
songs they
In order to
hear.
get that first
Nelson's
brave parpassion for
ticipant on
acting goes
the microbeyond
phone by 9
karaoke.
p. m., Nelson
Specializing
starts setting
in acting and
up for the
directing,
show at 8
Nelson
has
Dan Nelson
p.m.,
by
been involved
bringing in
in numerous
and arranging the equipment Central productions, including
(monitors, speakers, etc.), dis- "The Wind in the Willows," and
tributing the -songbooks, and "Adaptations."
testing the microphones.
Currently, Nelson is playing
Just as the show is about to a role in two of Central's upbegin, Nelson scans the audi- coming productions. He will
ence to get a sense of what type play "Willie" in February's
of music they might like~ Then "Master Harold ... and the
he selects 10 songs to sing solo, Boys," and a lawyer in the
in case the audience is reluc- comedy-opera, "Gianni
tant to sing.
Schicchi."
"I usually start out with 'New
York, New York.' Everyone
See NELSON I page 8
recognizes it, and it's about the
by Elizabeth Maw

Debbie Reynolds/The Observer

Consul-General Masaki Saito talks with Stephen Ainsworth, director of international
programs and Central employee, Bonnie Price. Saito resides In Seattle. He spoke at Central
to discuss the future of the political economic relatlonshlps between the United States,
Japan, and China.
by Vanessa Watson
Staff reporter

The life of a diplomat promises excitement, challenge
andanendlessroundofsocial
high-life.
While this characterization,
gleaned from endless spy
films and thrillers, is largely
true, the reverse side of the
diplomatic coin includes the
hectic, frustrating and minddraining task of keeping an
even balance in international
relations.
Mr. Masaki Saito, consulgeneral of Japan in Seattle,
visited Central last Thurs.,
J an. 28, to discuss the future
of the political and economic
relationships between the
United States, Japan and
China.
Faculty, staff, students and
community members gathered in the Student Union
Building to listen to Saito
speak, and then questioned
him on relevant world issues.
As consul-general in Seattle,
Saito is responsible for U.S.Japan
relationships
throughout Washington,
Montana and Idaho. He said
heistheequivalentofamayor
forthe Japanese communities in those states.
After graduating with a
bachelor's degree fro~ the
University of Tokyo in 1966,
Sai to joined the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs in Tokyo,
which marked the start of a
career that has spanned over
25yearsandthreecontinents.
Saito's first experience with
America was when he studied at \tt,:.a~~~~}J;~i~~rsity~

..___

graduating in 1969 with a
master'sdegreeinAsianStudies.
He has moved through various junior and senior diplo· ma tic roles in France, the
People's Republic of China,
Japan, Hong Kong and now
the United States.
While one of Saito's main
roles is political diplomacy, he
is very interested in cultural
exhibits and exchange programs between the United
States and Japan.
"I think the sister university
agreement that Central has
with Japan is excellent," said
Saito.
"We need to develop more cooperative and open understanding between our nations.
Seeing is believing, and many
Japanese students base their
images ofAmerica on themovies."
Saito said foreign exchange
programs helped to increase
mutual understanding.
Those who gathered to hear
Saito speak were amused by
his example ofthe globalization
of the world economy.
"A Japanese man wakes in
the morning to the ,m usic of
Madonna. He brushes with
Colgate and shaves with a
Gillette razor. On his way to
work he stops by McDonald's
forbreakfast.
"He writes his memos on an
IBM word processor, signs
them with a Parker pen and
makes copies on the Xerox.
When he has a break, he might
smoke cigarettes, Marlboro of
course!
"He picks up his girlfriend
after work and they watch a
movie and drink Coke and eat
popcorn. Then just before bedti~~' he has a glass · of J~ck

Daniel's,"finishedSaito, w1th
a smile.
"In America, a man wakes to
the sound of his Seiko alarm
clock, and starts the day with
a cup of green tea. He drives
to work in his Honda Accord,
listening to his Sony car stereo.
"His Panasonic system helps
him monitor the stock market,andforlunchhegoesdown
tO the sushi bar. He picks up
his girlfriend after work and
they go out to a karaoke bar,
finishing the evening with a
strong cup of sake."
Saito spoke about China and
the Commonwealth of Independent States (Russia), and
where they are headingin the
'90s.
He also spoke aboutAmerica
and the hopes it has with a
new president and a new administration. Saito spoke
aboutJapananditsgrowthas
an economic power, and the
new world order.
"The biggest change in sodety is the end of the Cold War,
the victory of capitalism over
socialism, the vic;tory of democracy over one-party dictatorships," said Saito.
He said, ''The end ofthe Cold
War does not mean the end of
international history. We still
have conflicts of race, religion
·andborder,aswellasthenew
enemies, terrorism, pollution
of the environment and
drugs."
Saito concluded that while
Asia has become the economic
engine of the world, the international community needs to
become more intimate to work
toward greater cooperation
and understanding to achieve
the eternal peace and security
for which all nations strive.
'

~~~,;..:.

by Tracy Veness
Staff reporter ,
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Wrestling stars collide Saturday

•

..,.;,,

The International Wrestling
Alliance, sponsored by Student
Activities and presented by
KXLE radio and the Board of
Directors, is headed this way.
The wrestling match is Sat.,
Feb. 6, 7:30 p.m. in Nicholson
Pavilion.
The highlight of the IWA will
feature "The British Bulldog"
Davey Boy Smith vs. The Warlord, in fight for the IWA
Heavyweight Championship
Title.
Other matches include the
IWA Intercontinental Championship Title Match, between
Mr. Outrageous and Tim
Paterson, a semi-main event
between Jim "The Anvil"
Neidhartand "Texas Tornado"
Kerry Von Erich; a ladies
match between the Satin Doll
and Victoria Moreno, and also
a mixed tag-team match and
grudge match between Don
Juan and "Hot Rod" Gary Key.
Fight promoter Tom Schade
is expecting some good wrestling, particularly in the main
event.
~ "It will be agood matcli, both' 1

..

' ...' ..' _. . . '

·~-·.,,

>

-·

••

of these men don't like each
other,"he said. "(The Warlord)
and Davey Boy Smith have had
a long-going feud so that is
why they are matched together."
"The British Bulldog," Davey
BoySmith,isaformerwrestler
of the World Wrestling Federation and won the Intercontinental Championship Belt
from Bret "The Hitman" Hart
and then lost it several months
ago to Shawn Michaels, Schade
said.
Since losing the title "The
British Bulldog'' took some time
off and then signed with the
IWA The Warlord is also a
former World Wrestling Federation wrestlerandhalfofthe
former WWF Powers of Pain
TagTeam.
John Drinkwater, director of
student activities, said he is
expectingapproximately2,000
people. In response to the expected turnout, seating will be
offered surrounding the ring. .
"We ended up with four of the
top wrestlers in the world
coming to Ellensburg,"
Drinkwater said. "It's going to
be ,an incredible event, there
Will be'a IOt of people."
<
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Gallery open

by Thuy Luu
• Scene reporter
The Sarah Spurgeon Gallery
is showingpairitings byformerCentral student Louise Williams and photographs by Fran
Murphy until Feb. 19.
Williams graduated from
· Central in 1985 with a master's
degree in fine arts, and she
received bachelors' degrees in
fine arts and painting from
Evergreen State College and
design from San Jose .State
University.
She describes her art as
speaking in tongues.
"Little ditties about a life, a
woman, a child or two, or an
over-the-fence annunciation,"
she said.
Williams' display includes oil
paintings and pastel works,
many which incorporate angels in their themes.
"Angelic presence in this work
most often refers to the comfort given by the angelic child,"
she wrote in a statement describing her painting, "Something About Angels," a piece
which examines angelic presence.

See ART I page 8

Wr·estling
Su per sta,rs
1

•••••••• See WWF Wrestlers Live and In Person! • •••••••••
••
MAIN EVENT
••
•
•••
•
"The British Bulldog" Davey Boy Smith
••
••
vs.
"ti
cen
The Warlord

...

G)

cQ.
cc
(I)

SEMI MAIN EVENT

Jim "The Anvil" Neidhart
vs.
"The Texas Tornado" Kerry Von Erich

••
••
••
••

a:

a
(')
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•
•

LADIES MATCH

••
••
••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Satin Doll
vs.
Victoria Morena

February 6, 7 :30 pm at Nicholson Pavilion
Doors open at 6:30 for autographs, but please no cameras.

Tickets: $5.00 CWU Students general admission,
$12.00 Golden Circle reserve, $9.00 floor reserve and $7.00 general admission bleachers,
children 5 and under free (except reserve). Tickets available at SUB Ticket Booth, Berry's
· Department Store and Mountain High Sports. Presented by ASCWU Student Activitie8 and KXLE.
Please call 963-1691for more information.
-
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Save money
on a spiral perm that's easy
to style and actually feels good
in cold weather.
Call Michelle at Ooh-Vations
962-5225

Monday-Saturday 9-5
$1 O off perms
Wednesdays 11-8
$2 off Mens and Womens cuts

STUDENT APPRENTICE POSITIONS

0

UJ
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Applications for the Registration Office Student
Apprentice positions will be accepted at the
Conference Program Office until 5 p.m.,
February 12, 1993. Employment applications
are available at the Conference Program Office,
Courson Hall.
B A S I C
FUNCTIONS
The apprentice will work in the Conference
Program Registration Office, and after training,
will have a complete working knowledge of the
procedures necessary to maintain a high degree
' of efficiency in the registration aspect of the
Conference Program. Following the training
period, the apprentice_is expected to work with
minimal supervision . On weekends and
evenings, the apprentice will have the responsibility of leading others in performing the same
work.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
All applicants must be enrolled as full-time students at CWU, with sophomore or junior status
in accounting, business education,. busi11ess
administration or a related major. Applicants
must have legible handwriting, have the skills
necessary to operate a I 0-key adding machine
by touch, have the ability to work with the public, and be available to work full time during the
summer months . Computer experience and 45
WPM typing speed are recommended.

a...
I

UJ
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HOURS AND WORKWEEK
The apprentice will have a varied workweek
which will include evenings and weekends.
During the academic year, applicants must be
available to work at least 15 hams per week.
Three-hour blocks of time will bL scheduled for
the apprentice, between 6 a.m. a id 12 midnight.
Through the summer, June 14 to September 17,
the workweek will be 40 hours per week with
many hours scheduled on weekends and
evenings.
HOURLY COMPENSATION
The academic-year hourly rate of pay will be
$5.90 per hour. During the summerperiod, the
salary will be the same as a Civil Service
Cashier I.
THE - C-ONFERENCE PROGRAM .

Ellensburg

925-6941
Corner 8th &
Anderson

----- -- --- .... .,. ... ---·
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Centra~· takes to recycling

It's showtim.e

by L..aRon Berreth
Staff reporter

From NELSON I page 6

By purchasing recycled
products over brand-new ones,
they have helped save Central
Thanks to many Central em- $7 ,000 .
ployees, the "Buy Recycled"
"This is one positive area of
program is saving money and public relations that Central
helping the environment.
needs," Kasper said.
Barb Hinchliff, Central serMike Hardiman, Central's
vices supervisor, and the purchasing supervisor, J·an
printing department made a Roan and Karen Varichak, both
275 percent increase in recy- purchasing buyers, are also
clingpaperproductsthisyear. buying recycled products for
"Barb is the reason this is Central.
happening. She is phenom"(Central) is very committed
enal," said Lorinda Anderson, in doing whatever it can to use
grant coordinator for Kittitas recycled products," Hardiman
County's "Buy Recycled" said.
project.
Anderson's energy supports a
Central Stores is also making lot of people's efforts, so Cena big difference. EdnaMadsen, tral can produce an efficient
administrative services man- "Buy Recycled" program.
ager and Bill Kasper, wareHer ability to· expose ideas
house supervisor, in coopera- and accomplishments is vitally
tion with other supervisors, important for this project.
custodians and employees, has "People are aware of what she
increased Central Stores "Buy is doing. We are delighted with
Recycled" program to 96 per- her work," Hardiman said.
cent within the last three Jean DeBusschere, th~ supply
years.
· buyer for the University Store,
I - - - - - - - - - I is also contributing to the "Buy
Recycled" program. Central offers many products including
recycled disk 'holders, paper,
binders,and scissors.
The demand for recycled
products has increased dra- .
matically in the last two years.
As a result, recycled goods are
now priced comparably to new
products.
DeBusschere is pro-active in
purchasing the latest recycled
products for Central students,
who can now buy recycled
products over brand-new items
without having to pay a lot of
rno.ney.
Beginning in 1995, waste reduction and "Buying Recycled"
products will be enforced at all
universities, but Central is
getting a head start on these
programs thanks to the contri8th & Walnut
butions of many Central emL __ ~pir~211/93 ,;,__ _ _J ployees.

Any .Double -

Espresso

for the
Price of.a

Single.

ENCREDIBLE
ESPRESSO

"The Queen of Disks," by Washington artist Fran Murphy, Is
a sample from the current display In the Spurgeon Gallery.
The dlspaly features both oll and pastel paintings done by
Louise Williams, and photographs taken by Fran Murphy.
The exhibit runs through February 19.

ashington artists featured
From ART I page 7
Murphy, a resident of
Cumberland, Wash., has
been showing his photographs nationally for 24
years and several permanent
collections of his work exist
throughout th~ United
States.
All of Murphy's photographs are black and white
with mixed-media application, and similar to Williams'
pieces, incorporate angels.
Murphy received his education at the School of the
Worcester Art Museum, and

Clark J]niversity, in Massachusetts.
Williams and Murphy have
shown their work together
several times in the past.
"(This showing) is funded
by the Associated Students of
Central. We feel that it can
be a vital activity and resource
for all university students,"
said James Sahlstrand, professor ofphotography and the
gallery director.
Sarah Spurgeon Gallery is
open from 8 _a.rn.-5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, and
special tours can be arranged.
The gallery is located in
Randall Hall

Nelson has been acting for
four years, beginning with a
high school production of "My
Fair Lady." However, it was
his experience in the South
Kitsap Acting Ensemble, a
touring company which he
helped found, that marked his
significant interest in acting.
Nelson notes Sidney Poitier
and James Earl Jones as the
actors he most admires.
"Poitier because he had the
guts to act during the Civil
Rights movement, and Jones
because he's not afraid to take
chances.
"Every time I see his name,
he'sdoingsomethingdifferent,"
said Nelson.
Nelson said he has seen many
changes in the drama department during his three years at
Central. The faculty is changing, and so are the requirements for the major. He said he
feels the changes are for the
better.
"They (the faculty) are actively involved with the students in finding out what we
want to learn," said Nelson.
He is still undecided when it .
comes to selecting a career, he
said, but in the nextlO years he
hopes to go into professional
acting, a decision which would
involve moving to Seattle to
start auditioning.
Nelson said he would also like
to get involved with a touring
company which performs
mainly musicals or children's
theaters.
Eventually he plans to go to
graduate school and study directing and perhaps teach high ~
school drama.
Whichever career Nelson
chooses, he will always be acting. He said he feels it is what
he does best.

Intramural Sports Program

Racquetball Tou~ainent
Mens and Womens singles

February 16 -18
Cost: $2.00
('l\vo games guaranteed)
Sign up at University Recreation SUB 212

Last day to register
5:00 p.m. Feb 16

Happy Va/,entines Day!
Gill Certificates
The Perfect Gift for Your Sweetheart!

Specials
10 TANS for $27.95
NEW!!! 1993 Tanning Lotions are in!
One FREE tan with the purchase of
Tanning lotion of$12.00 or morel
405 E 3rd
925-9888

For more information call 963-3512

Intramural Sports Program
4 on 4 Co-ed Volleyball Tournament
Saturday, February 20th

Cost: $5.00 per team

II

(Two games guaranteed)
Sign up at University
Recreation SUB 212
Last day to register 5:00 p.m.
Feb 19
For more information call 963-3512

Hot News

Mens and Womens
Cheerleading Tryouts
Information Meetings
Dates:
·
February 9, 11
Place:
Upper Gym, Nicholson Pavilion
Time:
3:00 p.m. Sharai

Please Bring a rape Recorder.
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SPORTS
Stevenson wins tournaDlent title

~

by Biiiy Wagner
Staff reporter
Jason Stevenson led the
Central wrestlers to a fifth
place finish overall, Saturday,
in the 11-team 14th annual
Washington State Collegiate
Wrestling Championships.
Stevenson, a junior, won the
150- pound title by upsettiilg
defending NAIA national
champion John Melling of
Simon Fraser 3-2.
In a previous match,
Stevenson wrestled Justin
Lieuallen of Pacific, to a 1-1 tie
after the three regulation periods.
In a final 30 second sudden
death overtime, Stevenson
escaped for a 2-1 victory.
Stevenson, who was named
outstanding' wrestler of the
tournament, has a 22- 7 season record .
Second ranked Simon Fraser
University won five individual
titles and had eight wrestlers
in the finals to win the team
title with 29 team points.
1992 Olympic silver medalist Jeff Thue led the Clansmen in their ninth straight
tournament victory with a
pin of Simon Fraser teammate
Ari Taub ill' the 275 pound
final.
Central's Eric Rotundo (2-1),
142 pounds, and Paul
Martinez (3-1) at 275 pounds,
each placed third.
Adam Scanlon placed fourth

Tracie Brantley I The Observer

Central's Jason Stevenson {In black) fights to stay on the mat against Pacific's Justin Lieuallen Saturday. Stevenson beat
Lleu~llen 2-1 In sudden death overtime and later upset the defending NAIA national champion to win the 150 pound title.

at158 poundswitha2-2record
for the Wildcats.
Central coach Greg Olson
said the tournament name
will be changed to the.Central
Washington University Invitational next season.
Olson said the name change
is because ofa l~ck of participation by four-)Ti ar schools.
"So many schools have

dropped wrestling in the past
15 years arid only two (NAIA)
Washington schools are par.ticipating so we are trying to
change the tourney to an invitational," said Olson.
Central' s junior varsity team
is at Highline Saturday, and
Pacific Lutheran University
wrestles the varsity here
Wednesday.

Final team scores
Simon Fraser 29
Pacific 18
Yakima Valley 15
Western Montana 14
Central 9
Lower Columbia 4
Highline 2
Big Bend 1

Championship Finals
118 Tam (SFU) d. Foseen (W. Mont.) 7-5
126 Venenciano (Pac.) d Pownhall (W. Mont.)
13( Taylor (YVC) d. Vaaquez (W. Mont.} 3..0
1(2 Gamble (L. Col.) d France <SFU) 6-2
150 StevenBOn (CWU) d MeUing CSFU) 3-2
168 John111n (Pac) d. Najieb <YVC> 3-2 ·
167 Jindra (SFU) d. Colquhoun (Pac) 3-2
177 Abdou <SFU) d. Herzog (YVC) H-5
190 Matsumoto <SFU) d Kamberling (W.Mont.)
7-6
276 Thue (SFU) pinned Taub CSFU) (:60

Wildcats whip Warriors
by Jasqn Goldner
Staff reporter

Mike Spence I The Observer

Central's Ryan Pepper glldes In for two against Lewis-Clark
State Saturday. Central Is 17-6 overall and 4-2 In l~ague.

A late Wildcat scoring run
led by Jason Pepper helped
the men's basketball team
secure an 81-72 victory Saturday, at home over LewisClark State College.
In the game, Central committed 21 fouls and 20 turnovers, but still managed to
win.
Central trailed once, 1-0 in
the opening minute, but manageq to stay ahead of the
Warriors through the rest of
the game.
Center Otto Pijpkerreturned
from a respiratory infection,
and fought off an inside press
to score eight first half points.
Pijpker said the Wildcats had
greatly improved since losing
to Lewis-Clark State 60-54,
on J an.14, in Lewiston, Idaho.
"This was definitely a better
Wildcat team then when we
played over there," he said.
"The Warriors are probably
one of the best teams we've
had toplayallyear,"headded.
Forward Pepper, who only
scored six total points in the
Jan. 14 game, led all halftime
scorers with 11 points as
Central held a slim 3-point
advantage at halftime, 36-33.
The Wildcats began the second half with a 14-3 run in the
first four minutes.
Forward Heath Dolven sank

NAIA District I

League Season
WLWL
Puget Sound
4 1 11 7
Central
4 2 17 6
Simon Fraser
3 3 10 12
Western
3 3 12 7
Lewis-Clark
3 4 14 12
St. Martin's
3 4 19 10
Seattle
3 4 5 16
Sheldon Jackson 0 7 4 17
four consecutive free throws
issued because of a two-sided
foul involving Central guard
Chad Boyer and Lewis-Clark
State guard Ron Waller. The
two players were ejected for
fighting.
Excessive fouls and turnovers
by Lewis-Clark State resulted
in a 64-49 margin, the Wildcats largest lead, with 10: 17
remaining.
Lewis-Clark State battled
back, holding Central to just
two points through the next
eight minutes while scoring 13,
to trail 66-62 with just under
three minutes left in regulation.
Pepper then turned on the
juice, scoring nine of his 14
second half points in the last
2:40.
.
Forward Anthony· Ri~hmond
added eight second ~alf:points
for the Wildcats in the Winning
effort. He al&o
collected five
... ..;..
:..

:_. ».

rebounds, three steals and
three assists.
Lewis-Clark State pulled to
within three points of the
Wildcats at 72-69 with under
two minutes left. Central capitalized on late free throws by
Pepper, Richmond, and guard
JeffAlbrecht to secure the win.
Central's double-figure scorers included Pepper with his
game high 25 points and
Pijpkerwith 14. Richmond and
forward Shawn Frank each
finished with 10.
The Wildcats shot 48 percent
from the field, an improvement
over their chilling 29 percent
accuracy almost three weeks
ago in Lewiston.
Warrior forwards Randy
Bakker and Troy Schelb led
Lewis-Clark State with 17 and
14 points respectively. Each
pulled in eight rebounds.
The Wildcats play in Seattle
against the Chieftains tonight
and travel to Sitka, Alaska to
play the Sheldon Jackson Seals
Saturday.
"We're really playing as a
team now," Pijpker said. "We
had a good team meeting, and
I think everybody now knows
what we need to do."
"W.e've got to focus men tally,
out-rebound our opposition,
and shoot a higher percentage
from thefree-ihrow line," coach
Gil Coleman said. "If we do
those' three things, we should
come out winning."
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·sw"im.m.ers defeat Whitm.an
Central's causing larger waves
which slowes the swimmers
Staff reporter
down.
Central's men and women
She said the pool lighting
. swimmers
raced
past was poor and the lanes were
Whitman in a dual meet Jan. narrower than normal which
28, in Walla Walla.
helped contributed to the slow
The women scored 128 points times.
in their efforts to drown
Clark said she will look for
Whitman.
more Wildcat swimmers to
The Central men defeated the qualify at the Washington
Whitman men 140-62.
State Invitational this weekCentral coach Lori Clark said end in Pullman.
she had hoped to see more
The women's 200-yard medWildcat swimmers qualify for ley relay team of Roxanne
Nationals at this meet.
Cutler, Tonja Campbell, Jen"We didn't swim particularly nifer Shirley and Shannon
fast this meet due to the slower. Pinquoch raced to a first place
pool," she said.
timeof(1:59.0l), aheadofthe
Clark said Whitman's pool is second place finishing time of
older and is not as deep as (2:07.57).
by Greg Aldaya

The men's 200-yard medley
relay of Brian Knittle, Kevin
Gibson, David Kahler and Richard Eide also finished ahead
of the other relay teams with a
winning time of (1:43.79).
· Whitman's team didn't challeng~ us said Central swimmer Roxanne Cutler.
"This meet was not a good
competition for us," she said.
"We didn't need all of our
swimmers there to win," Cutler said.
The Wildcats are preparing
for the upcoming Washington
State Invitational swim meet
held Feb. 5-7 in Pullman.
The meet will feature over
300 swimmers from university
teams in California, Oregon, .

Nevada, Arizona and Washington.
"The competition is expected
to be fast and furious," said
Clark.
CWU first place standings
Women
1000 free- Nicole Lindstrom
11:36.46
200 free- Shannon Pinquoch
2:04.67
50 free- Julie Morris 26.33
100 fly- Jennifer Shirley 1:04.13
100 free- Shannon Pinquoch 5 7 .28
500 free- Ali Landry 5:45.39
Men
200 free- Scott Zabel 1:52.34
50 free- Rob Corn 22.76
200 l.M.- Scott Kelley 2:09.70
100 fly- Rob Corn 54.98
100 free- Brian Knittle 49.80
100 back- Scott Kelley 57 .43
500 free- Loren Zook 5:05.10
100 breast- Kevin Gibson 1:03.97

Wildcat notes ...
Central seniors Kara Price
and Kim Cunningham were
selected to the NAIA Academic All-American volleyball team.
Price, who was also named
NAIA District I player of the
year, hasa3. 78 acccumulative
grade point average Jn elementary education. She also
received NAIA All-American
honorable mention this year.
Cunningham carries a 3.70
grade point average in accounting. She was a top reserve for the Wildcats playing
in 115 out of 120 games.
Price set a single season
record of 376 kills with a
38.6 kill percentage and was
named the volleyball teams
Most Valuable player.

The ASC\\'U And \VSL ...

OUR RIGHTS!

FIGHTING FOR

Keep Governor Lowry To His Campaign Promise.
"\\le must remov·e fron1 our colleges and universities the enrollment lids \\le now
place on them. We must make our colleges and universities again among the best in
the country." (Lowry on Education)
l. Washington State ranks 50th in the nation in terms of access to Higher Education.
I Tuition has incr~ased 200% since 1981, yet enrollment has fallen by l3% (slashed by 51,600 students).
3. As tuition goes through the roof, state financial aid is only enough to cover 50% of eligible low income
students.
4. The H.igher Education Budget has fallen from 21.7% in 1973-75 to 13.7% in 1991- 93 from the State General

Fund..

Don't Let Lowry Get Away With Only Token Lip-Service. Our State Higher Education
System Is In Trouble! Ca~ Now! Legislators Want Our Opinion!

1-800-562-6000
Leave This Message With The Operator:
"Governor Lowry, I an1 a student at Central Washington University. Please keep your
promise to increase access and funding for higher education. We as students demand it!"
*If ~rou have anJ questions regar~ing what legislative district you live in, stop by the BOD office or give us a call!

IUPCOMING EVENTS.

Social Equity Council
MEETING

FUNDS COUNCIL
_ Meets Tue., Peb. 9 at 3pm in SUB 103

in

SENATE OF STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
Meets Thur., Peb. 11 at . 4pm in SUB- 208

For All Interested!

or DI.RECTORS

RESIDENT 1 S DAY ·
Holiday, No Classes
.~ SUB

...

•

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Meets Mon., Peb. 8 at S:lSpm in SUB 209

1:00 p.m.
SUB 103
Tuesday, February 9, 1993

\Yl; BOARD

•

.,

..

t

•

106

963-1693

------------------------------
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Chieftains ·s kin Wildcats
Billy Wagner

Staff reporter

Mike Spence I The Observer

Injuries and 37 percent
shooting from the field by the
women's basketball team
contributed to tlie 81-58 loss
Saturday to Seattle University
at Central.
·
Seattle out-rebounded Central 40-33 and controlled the
game from the opening tip.
LaShanna White scored 29
points and had 12 rebounds to
lead the Chieftains.
'White is a good player," assistant coach Nancy Katzer
said, "We couldn't play manto-man when she was in, and it
was hard to play zone because
they shoot so well from outside."
Seattle's Jodi McCann kept
Central honest from the outside scoring 16 points. She
had three steals and hit three
of six from 3-point territory.
Junior Karla Hawes led Centrai with 15 po in ts.
Senior Barb Shuel, playing
with an injured ankle, followed
with 12 points and 4 steals.
Jen Yount, who started in
Shuel's place, finished with 11
points for the Wildcats.
Shuel played only 28 minutes in the game and still isn't

CLASSIFIEDS

Study in Athens, Greece. A quarterly
program open Fall and Spring quarters,
offers Greek language for beginners.
Other courses could include history,
political science, Greek literature and
art history. Applications for Spring
available now! 963-3612

Practical experience for Business/Marketing Majors: Manage
credit card promotions on
campus for a National _Marketing
Firm. Hours flexible.
Earn up to $2,500/term.
CALL 1-800-950-8472,' ext. 17

JAZZERCISE-Mon, Tues, Wed, Thurs,
Sat at 9 a.m. Mon, Tues, Thurs at 5:30
p.m. Hal Holmes Center-2nd and Ruby.
962-6162.
AEROBIC DANCE FOR EVERYONE!
Low-Impact, Non-Competitive Environment, Certified Instructor, Fun and
Effective. First Class FREE! 925-3412

You Are Invited

~

R>a.1rw1\'l<.45 bQQk51'G>mre
&

CClfe'

O Scott Mayberry Art Show O

Coming soon

United States Division

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
:
:

•
•
••
••
•
•

SOUND TO SHAKE YOUR SOUL

EXPERIENCE

tflT9Jtmmtm~Jr~J
C/.\r[ clJ NICil1TCLU8

INA
UNIFICATION OF A HOUSE NATION
p A R Ty

O 112 Price Espresso Drinks O
4:30 - 5:30 .
O Used Books - Buy & Sell O

(No textbooks)
Open Mon - Sat 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. & Sun. 1 - 4 p.m;- • 200 E. 4th 962-2375

STARTING AT 9 PM FRIDAY AND SATURDAY •
NIGHTLIFE ATTIRE REQUIRED
216 W. YAKIMA• 575-7892
-MUST BE 21·

'lJ~ '1J09{Jl. CWL'lJ~'ESS \t~
.

,.,_..~.

~

(c~

1(!'1!II'I.91S o/54LL'E/Y
CW~0'1!'1(5U!IIC
502 ~ !i('llf.B'Y
'EL£'£!/\{S'l3'U2({j,

'WJI. 98926

(509) 962-9796

CWU offers you the chance to study in a different educational setting; live in a new cultural and geographic environment; sample diverse course offerings; and learn more about
yourselfl

NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE.
What is it? An opportunity to study for
in-state tuition at out-of-state schools.
Which schools are participating? Call
963-3612 to find out!

•
•
:
•

ATTENTION STUDENTS: Eam extra
cash stuffing envelopes at home. All
materials provided. Send SASE to
National Distributors- P.O. Box 9643 Springfield, MO 65801. Immediate
response .

:
•
•
:
•
•·

EARN EXTRA MONEY! Looking for
substitute drivers for y akima Herald
Republic and Ellensburg Daily ReC:ord
motor routes. $7 + an hour. Reliable
vehicle required. Contact John Gaines,
962-6054 •

••
•

:
•

BEADS! 2000 different types of beadslargest inventory in Central Washington. Everything you need to make
jewelry and Indian crafts. Nice selection
of old trade beads, too.
Country Bead Store
171 W. Elmwood Lane
Toppenish 865-5388
OPEN 10-6, Mon.-Sat., Sunday by appt.
FUND RAISER- All it takes is a small
group with a little energy and a lot of
exictment to earn $500-$1500 in just
one week! Call 1-800-592-2121, ext.
313
GREEKS & CLUBS

$1,000 an hour!
The National Student Exchange (NSE) provides an exciting opportunity to attend one of more than I 00 member
institutions in the U.S. and its terrttories while paying instate (home or host) tuition!

Nomi Pearce
Study Abroad/Exchange Advisor
Office of International Programs
Nanum Building; CWU
963-3612

Each member of your frat, sorority,
team, club, etc. pitches in Lust one
hour and your group can raise
$1,000 in just a few days!
Plus a chance to earn
$1,000 for yourself!
No cost. No obligation.
1-800-932-0528, ext. 65

Contact:

Located: 1 6foCK_?{prtli ofSafeway
6etween 'I1ie Copy Sliop and 'Western .Pfrt Jlssociation

•

••

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

National Student Exchange?
'-.'-1)

Study Abroad! England, Italy, France,
Germany, Japan, Greece and Mexico!
Apply now for Spring Quarter. Call
Nomi Pearce at 963-3612.
·

Christian Camp~ng lntemation~I

('.)

Tuesday night • FREE POOL•
106. W 3rd. 925-4044

.................................................................

PACK YOUR bags and books and take
off! It's time to study abroad! Call Nomi
Pearce at 963-3612.

to meet representatives from six Northwest
camps on Friday, February 12th, in the SUB
Pit Walk Area from 9:00am - 2:00pm

THURSDAYNIGHT.9 TO 1 PM

Asia University offer a new short-term ·
program for students with ANY
language level. Program available Fall
and Spring quarters. Apply for Spring
now! 963-3612.

LOVING COUPLE seeking adoption of
infant. Will pay birth related expenses.
Call collect 24 hours, 714-722-0616.

CAN YOU MANAGE
ONAN EXTRA
$2,500?

....................................................................l

The HORSESHOE

CLASSIFIEDS

at full strength.
"She's better on one leg than STUDY SPANISH any quarter in
most players are on two," said Morelia, Mexico. CWU and Centro
Mexicano Internacional offer language
head coach Gary Frederick
and
culture classes. The cost is
Down 37-27 at the half, Cenapproximately $2, 100 per quarter for
tral came out of the locker
room with a full court press tuition, housing, meals, and excursions.
Applications available now. Call Nomi ·
tryir.g to slow Seattle down.
Instead of slowing down, Pearce at 963-3612. ·
SCUBA LESSONS and Supplies. Sign
Seattle turned up a notch.
After trading baskets for 11 · up now. Contact John Moser, Jr: 925minutes, the Chieftains 1272.
outscored Central 22<-4 over SUMMER CAMP JOBS for men and
the next 5:15 and put the game women. Hidden Valley Camp interviewaway.
ing February 12. Make appointment
The Wildcats pulled within and get further information at Career
four in the second half but Planning and Placement Center.
couldn't pull ahead.
"Wejust lost our intensity and · Study Japanese language and
culture in Toyko, Japan. CWU and
it cost us," said Katzer.

Wildcat senior forward Barb Shuel goes up for two of her 12
points against Seattle University. Shuel has been sidelined
with a recurrent ankle Injury twice during the season and saw
limited playing action against the Seattle Chieftains •

KARAOKE
at
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Applicatio~

due February 12. 1993

Don't Drink
And Drive

(castrol

(castrol

Maximum

Maximum
protec.tion against
V1Scos1ty and
thermal breakdown

protec~ion

against
VlSCOSitr and
therrna breakdown

~

~~

;f)£7IcK

i,\J

Complete Quality Auto Repair &
Lube Center
Transmissions
Engines

Clutches
Brakes

925-1665
1102 Canyon Road

r·······················•

r••••••••••••••••••••··~

i
$5.00
off
i
!111-·$o~L2eqF~eff i ~ : ~Tune-up
:
1

' ,i

I

~

I
I

No appointment necessary

I

!!xpires 2!28fJ3
.
Featuring
.-...,.
Max1m!-1m
.
J Jllllm. protection agamst
viscositf anld
...._.., therma
...._.,. breakdown
1102 Canyon Road
925-1665

'Castro/

I
I
I
I

.......................
Mon.-Fri. 8:00-5:30

'

I
I

I
I

11
. . ..

I
~
~

~

I

~~m~

I

:

Call for _appointment

:

:

925-1665

:

'······················-J

.

Sat. 9:00-2:00

FRAZZINrs PIZZA PLACE
HOME OF THE BEST PIZZA IN 'ELLENSBURG
.Pizza
place
IN THE PLAZA
716 E BTH

ELLENSBURG

WE ALSO HA VE:
- Nachos
- Chicken Wings
- Sandwiches
- Cheese Toast
- Salads
-Beer
-Wine

925-9855
WE HAVE FREE DELIVERY
(with purchase of $5 or more}
OPEN WEEKDAYS
11:00 A.M. - 1:00 A.M.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
11:00 A.M. - 2:00 A.M.

Happy Valentines Day!
r-----------------r----------------,------~--~---~---,

: $3.00 -OFF $2.00 OFF: LARGE (16'') PIZZA : 9c~aTaR!~~!~2Pon1.~a~~a~e~
I
any
any
I
I
mushrooms, and olives}
I
large (16"}
medium (13"} I
MEDIUM PRICE
I . LARGE (16")
. MEDIUM (13")
I
I
I
I
I

PIZZA

I
I
I
I
I

PIZZA

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1993

I
I
I
I
I

NOT VALID WlTH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1993

$1 o.oo
reg. $13.00

$13.00
reg. $16.95

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1993

:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~-----------------~----------------~-----------------~
TACO PIZZA
Meat
Lovers Special I•
Valentine Special •
Choose up to 3 items: canadian
I
bacon, sausage, beef, pepperoni
I·
Heart Shaped Pizza
I

1.
1
I (refried beans, olives, cheddar cheese, beef, I
I
lettuce, tomatoes, tortilla chips)
I
1
1

I
I
I
I

L

LARGE (16")
_ $15.25
reg. $16.95

MEDIUM (13")
$11.75
reg. $13.00

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1993

----------------•

•

.

1 med. (13.. ) Pizza $9 .99
I 2 med. (13") Pizzas $15.99

-1

I
I
I

I
I
I

1
1

L

$S SQ

1

•

1

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
.EXPIRES MARCH 31, 1993

canadi~n bacon
and pmeapple

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
EXPIRES FEB. 28, 1993

.J

1
1

I
I
I
I
I

--~--~---------- -----------------~
•

•

t

•

',

•

•

'

